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Guanajuato City â€” Guanajuato is a city and municipality in central Mexico and the capital of the state of the
same name. The historic center has numerous small plazas and colonial-era mansions, churches, the origin and
growth of Guanajuato resulted from the discovery of minerals in the mountains surrounding it. The city is
home to the Mummy Museum, which contains naturally mummified bodies that were found in the cemetery
between the mid 19th and 20th centuries. The city was named a World Heritage Site in , the first known
inhabitants of the area were the Otomi, who were then displaced by the Chichimeca. Late in the period the
Aztecs had a presence here, specifically to look for metals to make ornamental objects for their political. Some
stories from this state that the area was so rich in minerals that nuggets of gold could be picked up from the
ground. The Spanish found deposits of gold here in the s and soon they sent soldiers, in , the outpost formally
established with the name of Real de Minas de Guanajuato by viceroy Don Antonio de Mendoza. The last is
considered the oldest and is in the current colonia of Pastita and this city was split by a small river that served
as a main thoroughfare. The discovery brought thousands of adventurers to the area, which led to discovery of
other deposits, the San Barnabe find produced until , when it tapped out 2. Guanajuato â€” Guanajuato,
officially the Free and Sovereign State of Guanajuato, is one of the 31 states which, with the Federal District,
are the 32 Federal entities of Mexico. It covers an area of 30, km2, Guanajuato is located between the arid
north of the country and the lusher south, and it is geographically part of the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt, the
Mexican Plateau and the Sierra Madre Oriental. The state is crossed by several ranges which have mountains
between 2, and 3, meters high. Mountain ranges average 2, meters and flat areas lie at around 1, meters above
sea level. The other important mountain ranges include the Sierra Gorda to the north, the Sierra de Guanjuato
in the southeast, the Comanja in the northwest, the state is divided into five regions, taking into consideration
geography and climate. The altitude of this varies from 1, to peaks over 2, meters such as the La Giganta. The
climate is semiarid with a rainy season in the summer. It is bordered to the north by the United States, to the
south and west by the Pacific Ocean, to the southeast by Guatemala, Belize, and the Caribbean Sea, and to the
east by the Gulf of Mexico. Covering almost two million square kilometers, Mexico is the sixth largest
country in the Americas by total area, Mexico is a federation comprising 31 states and a federal district that is
also its capital and most populous city. In , the Spanish Empire conquered and colonized the territory from its
base in Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Three centuries later, this territory became Mexico following recognition in after
the colonys Mexican War of Independence. The tumultuous post-independence period was characterized by
instability and many political changes. The Mexicanâ€”American War led to the cession of the extensive
northern borderlands, one-third of its territory. The Pastry War, the Franco-Mexican War, a civil war, the
dictatorship was overthrown in the Mexican Revolution of , which culminated with the promulgation of the
Constitution and the emergence of the countrys current political system. Mexico has the fifteenth largest
nominal GDP and the eleventh largest by purchasing power parity, the Mexican economy is strongly linked to
those of its North American Free Trade Agreement partners, especially the United States. Mexico was the first
Latin American member of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and it is classified
as an upper-middle income country by the World Bank and a newly industrialized country by several analysts.
By , Mexico could become the fifth or seventh largest economy. The country is considered both a power and
middle power, and is often identified as an emerging global power. Due to its culture and history, Mexico
ranks first in the Americas. Mexico is a country, ranking fourth in the world by biodiversity. It is generally
considered to be a toponym for the valley became the primary ethnonym for the Aztec Triple Alliance as a
result. After New Spain won independence from Spain, representatives decided to name the new country after
its capital and this was founded in on top of the ancient Mexica capital of Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
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Why those four words in particular? Because I believe they lead to a modern-day treasure chest. The poem
implies that the treasure is hidden near water, but the courses of waterways can change drastically over time,
even from season to season, let alone over centuries. A Modern-Day Maverick In the s, Fenn, an amateur
archaeologist, purchased the San Lazaro Pueblo, a prehistoric pueblo site settled about years ago by the Tano
tribe. Fenn has spent the last several decades excavating the pueblo, which grew to more than 2, rooms before
being abandoned roughly years ago. In some circles, Fenn cuts a notorious figure. As a private collector of
Native American artifacts and a highly successful art and antiquities dealer, he has raised the ire of some
scholars, curators and archaeologists over the years. Seven decades later, he still has that arrowhead and calls
it his most treasured object in his vast, diverse collection of Native American artifacts, which includes dolls,
ceremonial shields and pottery, among other items. In the mids, Fenn bought 65 hectares in the Galisteo Basin
south of Santa Fe that included a prehistoric pueblo site known as San Lazaro. Settled about years ago by the
Tano tribe, the pueblo grew to more than 2, rooms before being abandoned roughly years ago. Fenn has
personally been excavating the site for more than two decades, turning up relics such as ancient gaming
pieces, beaded jewelry and human effigies, including a rare plaster mask. Chief among them is Dal Neitzel,
seen below searching a stream, who runs one of the most active Forrest Fenn treasure blogs. Fenn hid the
treasure in after a cancer scare. The decision was not spur of the moment, however. Each word is crafted in its
place. No part of it was not looked at from every angle. The poem is short and fairly simple, but contains
enough fodder to hide a few potential red herrings. Fenn suggests that searchers start at the beginning of the
poem and follow it linearly. After a few introductory lines, the poem reads: What defines warm water? And
what does it mean to say waters halt? But the next reference is a head-scratcher: Some people think it
references the brown grizzly bears of Yellowstone. Still others scour maps and historical records for any place
or person named Brown. The next lines seem to hint at a difficult journey: After all, an ailing year-old man
carried it to the location by himself. He did it in two trips in one afternoon, he has said, carrying the chest in
first and then the contents. For my first expedition, in May , a friend and I headed to Questa, about 30
kilometers north of Taos. But the only treasure we found was an intact coyote skull. The well-known,
oft-frequented Manby Hot Springs bubbles just downstream from the bridge. We went home empty-handed
and a little overwhelmed by the potential search area. Even if we were in the right place, the Rio Grande
Gorge is immense, with countless pockets in the basalt walls for stashing a small bronze box. Even if we were
in the right place, the chest could be anywhere in that landscape. It was time to consult a professional: I told
Mason I was working on a story about the Fenn treasure and he agreed to take me along on an expedition.
When we met in downtown Taos, he asked, quite seriously: Mason believes the quest begins at Wheeler Peak,
the highest mountain in New Mexico. Some treasure hunters believe the quest begins at Wheeler Peak, the
highest mountain in New Mexico. Taos Ski Valley is in the distance. After two seasons of searching with no
luck, Mason has turned to a new source for inspiration: According to Fenn, the treasure could be hidden in one
of three places: It is not my intention to make a statement that will narrow the search area. Private land is a
possibility, if it were unposted and accessed through public land. So that leaves public land as the most likely
category. Most public land is open for recreational use, but the types of recreation permitted vary widely.
Some of the Fenn treasure hunters have run afoul of the rules in Yellowstone, and a handful have even gotten
themselves banned from the park, Reid says. Curious about the long-term fate of both the chest and the quest,
I asked Fenn whether the clues in the poem will also withstand the test of time. That was one of my basic
premises, but the treasure chest will fall victim to geological phenomena just like everything else. Who can
predict earthquakes, floods, mudslides, fires, tornadoes and other factors? When I hid the treasure, its fate left
my hands. Now it is for the ages. But perhaps the most valuable trinket in the chest is a modest turquoise and
silver bracelet that Fenn has offered to buy back from whomever finds the treasure. In , on the day the
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rancher-turned-archaeologist Richard Wetherill discovered Mesa Verde â€” the stunning cliff dwelling
complex in southwest Colorado â€” he picked up 22 small turquoise beads. He later had the beads fashioned
into a bracelet by a Navajo silversmith and wore it for many years before selling it to the entrepreneur Fred
Harvey. I wanted some of me to be part of the treasure.
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The name translates roughly from both Arabic and Spanish as grain market or warehouse. It measures 72 by
68 metres, with a height of 23 metres, and occupies an area of 4, square metres. It is constructed on the side of
a hill and two of its sides are surrounded by elevations. This gives it a curious appearance, resembling a
stronghold or a castle, which it has come to be called by the people of Guanajuato. In the interior, there is a
porch that leads to a spacious central patio. The porch contains Tuscan columns and adornments. There are
two staircases that lead to the upper floor. The edifice was used for the buying and selling of wheat, corn, and
other grains. Currently it serves as a regional museum. He is said to have tied a large flat stone to his back to
protect himself from the bullet and rock storm expected once he entered. Reportedly, blood stains from the
attack could still be seen on the pillars of the building and the main staircase as late as This event would
encourage Hidalgo not to attack Mexico City, afraid his followers would repeat the massacres and looting of
Guanajuato. These first insurgents eventually fell. During the annual International Cervantino Festival , this
space is converted into a large open air auditorium for live performances. The shows often music and dance by
groups of worldwide acclaim are free to the general public, with reserved seats directly below the stage. Inside
of the museum are exhibits and art honoring heroes of the Independence. Instituto Nacional de Anthropologia
e Historia. Retrieved 9 July Bower, Doug; Bower, Cindi Retrieved 10 July Pelaez, Luis Gordo Mexico
Deconocido in Spanish. In Joseph, Gilbert M. Sistema de Informacion Cultural in Spanish. Recursos
Turisticos in Spanish. El Destino Cultural de Mexico. Secretaria de Educacion Publica in Spanish.
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